Middle School Supply List 2019-2020
Grades 6, 7, and 8
General
1 package of pencil cap erasers - to be collected and distributed as needed
Blue or black ink pens
Pen/pencil case
2 glue sticks
2 packages of loose leaf paper - wide ruled
2 packages of #2 pencils - to be collected and distributed as needed
2 packages of graph paper - to be collected and distributed as needed
2 packages of copy paper
3 large boxes of tissues
3 containers of Clorox wipes
Binder with dividers to hold class folders - only needs to be large enough to hold folders and handouts
Bible
6th grade - Journal/Spiral notebook - used for answering questions and taking chapel notes
7th & 8th grades - Journal/Spiral notebook - used for answering questions, prayer requests, and chapel notes
English
Composition book (for writing journal)
Pocket folder (designated for English class notes and handouts)
3 highlighters (3 different colors)
History
Pocket folder (designated for history class)
Something to hold handouts (can be a large, all-class binder)
Multi-color sticker tabs (to find things more easily in our new book)
7th Grade - Optional - Operation World: The Definitive Prayer Guide to Every Nation
Math
Pocket folder (to hold tests and worksheets)
2 spiral-bound, graph-ruled notebooks (may need to be replenished part-way through the year)
*Loose leaf graph paper in math section of binder may be used instead of notebook, but binders are a bit
unwieldy on small desks, so a notebook is recommended
Durable inch and centimeter ruler (ideally one with binder holes)
Compass
Protractor
Large eraser (e.g., pink pearl eraser)
Pre-algebra and Algebra 1: Basic, inexpensive calculator with square root function (to be used on a limited
basis)

*Note that in Algebra 1, we will learn to use some features of a graphing calculator toward the end of
the year. You may wish to purchase one this year to use for that purpose (and for next year in Algebra 2,
and beyond).
Media
1 set of earbuds that will remain in the library / media center
Science
Green pocketed folder with brads
Pencil pouch that zips and has holes to be put in a binder
Composition Book
Spanish
Spiral or composition notebook
Folder
2 whiteboard markers and eraser
Recommended, but not essential
1 package of colored pencils
1 pair 7” or 8” scissors
1 package of 3”x3” post-it notes (100 count)

